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Fig. S1. The most stable *NO configurations over M1M2@NG DACs.



Fig. S2. The relationship between the total number of d-orbital valence electrons (Nd-orbital, e) of free 

metal-dimer atoms and free energy change (ΔG (*NO), eV) of the most favorable *NO 

configurations on each M1M2@NG. These values come from all the 28 M1M2@NG DAC 

candidates (M1/M2 = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu).



Fig. S3. The most stable *HNO/*NOH configurations over M1M2@NG DACs.



Fig. S4. The structures of *N2O2 with N-end and O-end configurations over (a-b) Cu2 and (c-d) Ag2 

DACs.

 

Fig. S5. The free energy diagrams for the NORR towards NH3 over (a) VCr, (b) VFe, (c) VCu, and 

(d) CrMn DACs, respectively. The corresponding free energy changes of the key steps along the 

reaction pathways are presented and the ΔGmax values of PDS are in bold. (e) The schematic diagram 

of poisoning of active sites due to high ΔG of *OH → * + H2O.



Fig. S6. The free energy diagrams for the (a) NORR, (b) NO2RR, and (c) NO3RR towards NH3 over 

Ag2 DAC via the most relevant mechanisms. The corresponding free energy changes of the key 

steps along the reaction pathway are presented and the ΔGmax values of potential-determining step 

are in bold.



Fig. S7. The most stable configurations for (a) *NO, (b) *HNO, (c) *HNOH, (d) *H2NOH, (e) 

*NH2, (f) NH3, (g) *NO3, (h) *NO3H, (i) *NO2, (j) *NO2H, and (k) *OH over Ag2 DAC.



Table S1. The work flows for the proposed screening strategy according to the step of “stability of 

catalyst” (Ⅰ); “NO adsorption” (Ⅱ) with ∆G(*NO) < 0 and ∆G(*NO) < ∆G(*H); “NORR activity” 

(Ⅲ) with ∆G(*NO→*HNO/*NOH) < 0.4 eV (Ⅲ-A), ∆G(*NH2→*NH3) and ∆G(*OH→H2O) < 

0.4 eV (Ⅲ-B); “NH3 selectivity” (Ⅳ) with 2∆G(*NO) < ∆G(*N2O2). When one step does not meet 

the criteria, the exploration of this DAC system will be interrupted. For Rh2, Pd2, Ir2 and Pt2 DAC 

candidates, the “stop” steps are in “NORR activity” (Ⅲ-A) while in “NO adsorption” (Ⅱ) for Au2 

DAC.

Screening step Energy (eV) Rh2 Pd2 Ag2 Ir2 Pt2 Au2

Ⅰ Eb -13.02 -9.16 -5.20 -15.09 -12.90 -5.82

∆G(*NO) -1.96 -0.68 -0.46 -1.89 -0.86
0.58

(stop)Ⅱ

∆G(*H) -0.06 -0.07 0.86 -0.14 -0.49

Ⅲ-A
∆G(*NO→*HNO/*NO

H)

0.91 

(stop)

0.81 

(stop)
0.14

0.82 

(stop)

0.64 

(stop)

∆G(*NH2→*NH3) -1.73 -
Ⅲ-B

∆G(*OH→H2O) - - -1.41 - - -

2∆G(*NO) - - -0.92 - - -
Ⅳ

∆G(*N2O2) - - -0.45 - - -

∆G(*NO3→*NO3H) - - 0.23 - - -Multifunctional 

catalytic ability ∆G(*NO2→*NO2H) - - 0.04 - - -



Note S2. The solvation effect for the electrocatalytic activity

The structure of two explicit water molecules near the active site in the hybrid model are shown 

in the Fig. S8. Then we used the continuum solvation model1 to investigate the solvation effect on 

the NOxRR. Like this, the combination of explicit water molecules and continuum solvation model 

are called as hybrid method for solvation effect2,3. The solvation energies for different adsorbed 

species are shown in the Table S2. These values from hybrid model are all negative, indicating that 

the solvent can stabilize the adsorbates in solution. The free energy diagrams for the NORR, 

NO2RR, and NO3RR towards NH3 over Cu2 and Ag2 DAC are shown in Fig. S9 and Fig. S10. The 

solvation effect does not alter their potential-determining step and the limiting potentials for NORR, 

NO2RR, and NO3RR are still low (-0.19, -0.10, and -0.37 V over Cu2 DAC; -0.03, -0.03, and -0.24 

V over Ag2 DAC). Moreover, the solvation effect has a small influence on the key protonation steps 

when using the strategy to screen the multifunctionally electrocatalytic ability for NO3RR, NO2RR, 

and NORR, because the free energy of the two states before and after the key step changes 

synchronously.

Table S2. Solvation energies (ΔEsol, eV) for different adsorbed species. ΔEsol = Esol – Evacuum, where 

Esol and Evacuum denote the adsorption energies of adsorbed species with solvation and vacuum, 

respectively.

Species
ΔEsol from hybrid 

model

ΔEsol from explicit model in 

Ref

Esol from implicit 

model

*NO -0.04 -0.03 4 0.11

*OH -0.18
-0.41 5

-0.27~-0.14 6
-0.03

*HNO -0.15 -0.23 5 -0.07

*NOH -0.17 -0.31 5 -0.07

*H2NO -0.11 -0.24 5 0.16

*HNOH -0.16 -0.47 5 -0.22

*H2NOH -0.22 -0.41 7 -0.38

*NH2 -0.06 -0.24 5 -0.16

*NH3 -0.14 -0.16 5 0.46

*NO3 -0.27 - -0.37

*NO3H -0.26 - 0.12

*NO2 -0.22 - -0.35

*NO2H -0.44 - -0.08



Fig. S8. The explicit structure model with two explicit water molecules near the active site for 

various adsorbed species.



Fig. S9. The free energy diagrams with solvation effect for the (a) NORR, (b) NO2RR, and (c) 

NO3RR towards NH3 over Cu2 DAC via the most relevant mechanisms. The corresponding free 

energy changes of the key steps along the reaction pathway are presented and the ΔGmax values of 

potential-determining step are in bold. 



Fig. S10. The free energy diagrams with solvation effect for the (a) NORR, (b) NO2RR, and (c) 

NO3RR towards NH3 over Ag2 DAC via the most relevant mechanisms. The corresponding free 

energy changes of the key steps along the reaction pathway are presented and the ΔGmax values of 

potential-determining step are in bold.



Note S2. The pH effect for the electroactivity

For the thermodynamics of electrocatalytic reaction, pH effect can correct the free energy of 

H+ by the concentration. Its contribution for the free energy can be determined as ΔGpH = ln10 × 

kBT × pH (Here kB is the Boltzmann constant. At room temperature, ΔGpH = 0.06 × pH) 8. Thus, as 

the free energies along each step can be shifted up or down, the limiting potential (UL) will be 

changed by the pH effect: UL = – (ΔGmax (pH=0) + 0.06 × pH). However, according to the Nernst 

equation, the equilibrium potential (Ue) of NOxRR can also be changed by the pH effect: Ue = Ue 

(pH=0) – 0.06 × pH. Thus, the overpotential (η) of NOxRR will be not changed by pH effect, because 

η = Ue – UL = [Ue (pH=0) – 0.06 × pH] – [– (ΔGmax (pH=0) + 0.06 × pH)] = Ue (pH=0) + ΔGmax 

(pH=0). Also, the same trend applies to competitive reaction of HER, indicating that pH effect does 

not also affect the selectivity9. Therefore, NOxRR can thermodynamically occurs over Cu2 DAC. 

Similar phenomena can be found for N2 reduction over Mo doped graphene10. 

For the NOxRR in an acidic (alkaline) electrolyte, H3O+ (H2O) acts as the proton donor. Thus, 

we also considered the dynamic feasibility for the potential-determining step by *NO (*HNO) 

surrounded by a long-distance H3O+ (OH–). As shown in Fig. S11a-b, the initial configuration *NO 

with H3O+ and *HNO with OH– will be automatically relaxed to the *HNO with H2O and *NO with 

H2O, indicating the easy protonation for the *NO from H3O+ under the acidic medium and easy 

capture of H+ from the *HNO to free OH– (difficult protonation for *NO from H2O) under the 

alkaline medium. We also tested the dissociation of H2O under the active site and it shows that the 

energy barrier is rather high with 2.43 eV (Fig. S11c), meaning that adsorbed species for NOxRR 

and HER can’t obtain the protons from the water molecule under the alkaline medium. These results 

suggested the dynamic feasibility (infeasibility) for NOxRR under the acidic (alkaline) medium. 

Thus, the Cu2 and Ag2 DACs are the excellently acidic electrocatalysts to multifunctionally reduce 

all the NOx species. 



Fig. S11. (a) Easy protonation for *NO from H3O+ under the acidic medium. (b) Easy capture of H+ 

from the *HNO to free OH– (difficult protonation for *NO from H2O) under the alkaline medium. 

(c) Difficult dissociation of H2O to form *OH with H+ under the alkaline medium.



Note S3. The results by used the AIMD method.

Through our screening strategy, Cu2 and Ag2@NG were found to have the high electrocatalytic 

activity for NOxRR. Thus, we have examined the structural stability of Cu2 and Ag2 DACs at 500, 

700, and 1000 K by the ab initio molecular dynamics simulations (AIMD) for 10 ps with the current 

used supercell (7  7) of graphene. As shown in Fig S12 and Fig S13, it is found that the energy 

only shows the periodical fluctuation during the entire period of simulation. Simulation snapshots 

of the Cu2 and Ag2 DACs monolayers at 500, 700, and 1000 K also show their structural integrity 

up to 10 ps, implying their thermal stability.

Fig S12. (a) The total energy (eV) fluctuations of the Cu2@NG with the 7  7 supercells of graphene 

during the AIMD simulations at 500, 700, 1000 K. The simulation was performed for 10 ps with a 

time-step of 2 fs. The top views of the final configuration after the simulation are shown in (b) 500, 

(c) 700, (d) 1000 K, respectively.



Fig S13. (a) The total energy (eV) fluctuations of the Ag2@NG with the 7  7 supercells of graphene 

during the AIMD simulations at 500, 700, 1000 K. The simulation was performed for 10 ps with a 

time-step of 2 fs. The top views of the final configuration after the simulation are shown in (b) 500, 

(c) 700, (d) 1000 K, respectively.



Note S4. The descriptor analysis for chemical and electrocatalytic activity

Spin and charge states can be helpful for understanding the catalytic mechanism and building 

a simple descriptor11, which allows for the design of new catalysts more efficiently. We noted that 

the charge12 and spin states13 of metal atoms can indeed tune the electronic structure and then affect 

the adsorption strength of reactants, which determine the catalytic performance of catalysts. Here 

from Fig. S14a-b, we found that the DAC systems that have less charge transfers (lower valence 

state of metal atoms) between metal atoms and N-doped graphene and less magnetic moment of 

supported metal dimers without molecular adsorption give rise to the lower ΔGmax (higher 

electrocatalytic activity). This arises from the fact that less charge transfer and magnetic moment 

induce the lower chemical activity, which may give the relatively weaker chemisorption for NO 

(Fig. S14c-d) and higher electrocatalytic activity. However, the former has the better linear scaling 

relationship with the R2 of 0.618 (Fig. S14a) and 0.700 (Fig. S14c).

The partially filled d-orbitals are essential for spin magnetism of transition-metal ions14,15, 

indicating the spin magnetic moment of transition-metals in the same row are closely related to the 

atomic numbers. For example, V, Cr, Mn and Fe atoms in the ferromagnetic compounds usually 

have the possibility for large magnetic moment16,17. And the charger transfers between metal and 

support (or valence state of metal atoms) are affected by the number of electrons in the outermost 

d-shells18. Thus, both the spin and charge states reflect to the natural feature of metal atom, i.e., the 

total number of d-orbital electrons (Fig. S14e-f). Finally, we showed a reasonable linear relationship 

with R2 = 0.839 between the obtained NO adsorption strength and ΔGmax values (Fig. S14g) for 

NORR towards NH3 over various DACs. Based on the spin and charge analysis of scaling 

relationship, we provided a simple and approximate descriptor to evaluate the electrocatalytic 

activity of current DAC systems for NORR, which don’t need to do the DFT calculations to get.



Fig. S14. The relationship between the (a) electrocatalytic activity (ΔGmax) of NORR and charge 

transfer (Q, e), and (b) magnetic moment (M, B). (c) The relationship between the free energy 

change of NO adsorption (ΔG (*NO), eV) and Q, and (d) M. (e) The relationship between the Q and 

total number of d-orbital valence electrons (Nd-orbital) of free metal-dimer atoms. (f) The relationship 

between the M and Nd-orbital. (g) The relationship between the ΔG (*NO) and Nd-orbital, reproduced by 

Fig. S2. (h) The relationship between the ΔGmax and Nd-orbital, reproduced by Fig. 5c. These values 

come from all the 28 M1M2@NG DAC candidates (M1/M2 = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu).
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